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AnnouncementAnnouncementAnnouncementAnnouncement

Quiz in next class (Oct 5): will cover ReedQuiz in next class (Oct 5): will cover ReedQuiz in next class (Oct. 5): will cover Reed Quiz in next class (Oct. 5): will cover Reed 
Chapter 3 and 4 (up to today’s lecture).Chapter 3 and 4 (up to today’s lecture).
Next HW due on Monday Oct 10Next HW due on Monday Oct 10ththNext HW due on Monday Oct. 10Next HW due on Monday Oct. 10thth



Summary of last timeSummary of last timeSummary of last timeSummary of last time

OperatorsOperators: does something to a function and returns a result.: does something to a function and returns a result.pp gg

In general:In general:In general:In general:



Summary: HamiltonianSummary: HamiltonianSummary: HamiltonianSummary: Hamiltonian

ΨΨ both space and time dependentboth space and time dependent::ΨΨ both space and time dependentboth space and time dependent::

HamilotonianHamilotonian operator is special because itoperator is special because itHamilotonianHamilotonian operator is special, because it operator is special, because it 
provides the provides the SchroedingerSchroedinger equationequation



Momentum expectation Momentum expectation value value for for 
infinite square wellinfinite square well

See appendix C in 
Reed for useful integralsReed for useful integrals

Again is not surprising.Again is not surprising.
The well is symmetric so the particle should have noThe well is symmetric so the particle should have noThe well is symmetric so the particle should have no The well is symmetric so the particle should have no 
preference for traveling one way or the other.preference for traveling one way or the other.



Expectation value of EnergyExpectation value of EnergyExpectation value of EnergyExpectation value of Energy

The expectation value of the energy for the infinite The expectation value of the energy for the infinite 
square well state n is just the eigenvalue of that state!square well state n is just the eigenvalue of that state!q j gq j g



Expectation value of pExpectation value of p22Expectation value of pExpectation value of p

The need for this will become clear later (nextThe need for this will become clear later (nextThe need for this will become clear later (next The need for this will become clear later (next 
time).time).



Expectation value of xExpectation value of x22Expectation value of xExpectation value of x
Again, this is something that we will find useful later.Again, this is something that we will find useful later.

Note: <xNote: <x22> is > is notnot equal to <x>equal to <x>22



Summary: expectation values for Summary: expectation values for 
inf. Square wellinf. Square well



Dirac NotationDirac NotationDirac NotationDirac Notation
It is easier to adapt a shorthand notation called It is easier to adapt a shorthand notation called Dirac notationDirac notation or or Dirac Dirac 
bracket notationbracket notation::

Overlap integral or inner product of Overlap integral or inner product of ΨΨ11 and and ΨΨ22::



ExampleExampleExampleExample
Reed, Problem 4Reed, Problem 4--2:2:

Prove that for the infinite potential well wavefunctions:Prove that for the infinite potential well wavefunctions:





Heisenberg Uncertainty PrincipleHeisenberg Uncertainty PrincipleHeisenberg Uncertainty PrincipleHeisenberg Uncertainty Principle
Werner Heisenberg (1927) Werner Heisenberg (1927) GedankenGedanken (thought) (thought) 
experiments.experiments.
Si lSi l lit diff ti f l t flit diff ti f l t fSingleSingle--slit diffraction of electrons, of slit diffraction of electrons, of 
wavelength wavelength λλ
w= slit spacingw= slit spacing
Diffraction first minimumDiffraction first minimum θθ at (w sinat (w sinθ θ ==λ)λ)Diffraction first minimum Diffraction first minimum θθ at (w sinat (w sinθ θ ==λ)λ)
Uncertainty in position Uncertainty in position ΔΔx=wx=w
Uncertainty in Uncertainty in ppxx ≈≈ momentum needed to send momentum needed to send 
electron to first minimumelectron to first minimumelectron to first minimum.electron to first minimum.

So Δpx ≥ p ⋅ sinθ = ( h
λ

)( λ
w

) =
h
w

=
h

Δx
⇒ Δp ⋅ Δx ≥ h

Protons and neutrons in Protons and neutrons in 
nuclei have minimum nuclei have minimum ⇒ Δpx Δx ≥ h

More sophisticated analysis :

Δpx ⋅ Δx ≥
h

kinetic energies of  a few kinetic energies of  a few 
MeV.  So nuclear binding MeV.  So nuclear binding 
energies have to exceed energies have to exceed 

  

px 4π

Define :  h = h
2π

 then Δpx ⋅ Δx ≥
h

2

few MeV.few MeV.



The UncertaintyThe Uncertainty PrinciplePrincipleThe Uncertainty The Uncertainty PrinciplePrinciple

In QM, is it possible to specify the positions of particles In QM, is it possible to specify the positions of particles Q p p y p pQ p p y p p
precisely?precisely?

No, particles possess a wave nature!No, particles possess a wave nature!
Heisenberg’s Uncertainty principle:Heisenberg’s Uncertainty principle:Heisenberg s Uncertainty principle:Heisenberg s Uncertainty principle:

 ΔxΔp ≥ h / 2
If we measure the particle’s position more and more If we measure the particle’s position more and more 
precisely, that comes with the expense of the particle’s precisely, that comes with the expense of the particle’s 
momentum becoming less and less well known.momentum becoming less and less well known.o e beco g ess d ess we ow .o e beco g ess d ess we ow .
And viceAnd vice--versa. versa. 



CommutatorsCommutatorsCommutatorsCommutators
How can we know if two observable quantities will How can we know if two observable quantities will 
obey the uncertainty relation?obey the uncertainty relation?

Generalized uncertainty relation: see the reference in Reed Generalized uncertainty relation: see the reference in Reed 
for the proof:for the proof:

[A,B] is an operator and is known as the [A,B] is an operator and is known as the commutatorcommutator of of 
operators A and Boperators A and Bpp
If a If a wavefunctionwavefunction is an is an eigenfunctioneigenfunction of both A and B, then of both A and B, then 
the order does not matter and [A,B]=0, and the order does not matter and [A,B]=0, and eigenvalueseigenvalues of A of A 
and B will be measurable simultaneouslyand B will be measurable simultaneouslyand B will be measurable simultaneously.and B will be measurable simultaneously.



Let’s verify the uncertainy Let’s verify the uncertainy 
principleprinciple



ExampleExampleExampleExample
In an atomic nucleus, a proton is confined to In an atomic nucleus, a proton is confined to ΔΔxx≈≈1010--1515mm.  .  
Find its minimum kinetic energy. (mFind its minimum kinetic energy. (mpp=938MeV/c=938MeV/c22))gy (gy ( pp ))

S l bi di i t b t l t 5 M V! R llS l bi di i t b t l t 5 M V! R llSo nuclear binding energies must be at least 5 MeV!  Recall So nuclear binding energies must be at least 5 MeV!  Recall 
hydrogen atom’s binding energy is 13.6 eV.hydrogen atom’s binding energy is 13.6 eV.



Example, con’tExample, con’tExample, con tExample, con t

Now suppose there were electrons in nucleiNow suppose there were electrons in nucleiNow suppose there were electrons in nuclei…Now suppose there were electrons in nuclei…



Uncertainty PrincipleUncertainty PrincipleUncertainty PrincipleUncertainty Principle
Uncertainty in x and p are the Uncertainty in x and p are the standard standard deviationsdeviations::



For infinite square wellFor infinite square wellFor infinite square wellFor infinite square well

Let’s use the expectation values we already Let’s use the expectation values we already p yp y
evaluated …evaluated …



Infinite square well, con’tInfinite square well, con’tInfinite square well, con tInfinite square well, con t

The minimum value is forThe minimum value is for nn=1:=1:The minimum value is for The minimum value is for nn 1:1:

The potential
that gives the minimumthat gives the minimum
possible value of  Δx Δp
is for a simple harmonic
oscillator.

More on this next time.

But now an example …But now an example …



Example: Harmonic OscillatorExample: Harmonic OscillatorExample: Harmonic OscillatorExample: Harmonic Oscillator
The potential for a harmonic oscillator (The potential for a harmonic oscillator (like the motion of a springlike the motion of a spring!):!):



ωω is angular frequency of the is angular frequency of the 
oscillatoroscillator



Summary/AnnouncementsSummary/AnnouncementsSummary/AnnouncementsSummary/Announcements
Uncertainty principleUncertainty principle

 ΔxΔp ≥ h / 2

Next Time: Next Time: OrthogonalityOrthogonality, superposition, and time , superposition, and time 
dependent wave functions plus dependent wave functions plus EhrenfestEhrenfest and and VirialVirial
theoremstheorems
Quiz in next class (Oct. 5): covers Reed Chapter 3 and Quiz in next class (Oct. 5): covers Reed Chapter 3 and 
4 (up to today’s lecture).4 (up to today’s lecture).
Next HW due on Monday Oct. 10Next HW due on Monday Oct. 10thth


